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TÀRNOVO AS “NEW THESSALONICA”: THE SANCTITY OF THE 

THESSALONICAN BASILICA IN THE “MEETING-HOUSE” OF THE GREAT 

MARTYR ST. DEMETRIUS 

(Summary) 

The article focuses on the hypothesis of the reproduction of the sacred image of 

Thessalonica in the Bulgarian fortress of Tаrnovo during the uprising of the brothers Peter-

Theodore and Assen-Belgun against Byzantine rule (1185–1186). The aim of the article is to 

investigate why it was the image of Thessalonica that the brothers used and how they 

managed to do this. The investigation shows that by the end of the 12th century the 

Bulgarian mind associated the city of Thessalonica with significant events in Bulgarian 

history and with the cult of St. Demetrius which was very popular in the Balkan Peninsula. 

According to the account of the famous Byzantine historian Nicetas Choniate, two 

Bulgarian nobles, the brothers Theodore-Peter and Assen managed to convince Bulgarians 

that St. Demetrius had left his native city Thessaloniki, didn’t want to live with the Romans 

any more and came to Bulgaria to help the Bulgarians in their struggle against Byzantine 

rule. It appears that Peter-Theodore and Assen-Belgun organized the celebration of St. 

Demetrius’ Day in Tаrnovo and demonstrated to the people, gathered in the new church of  

the saint, the icon of St. Demetrius and some parts of his holy relics. These components: the 

church, the icon, the holy relics and probably the ritual procession, connected with the 

celebration of St. Demetrius’ Day, might have been specific hierotopic instruments used to 

reproduce the sacred image of Thessalonica and its famous basilica. A similar hierotopic 

project was realized in the church of St. Demetrius by the Grand Duke Vsevolod of 

Vladimir approximately at the same time. But in contrast to the hierotopic ensemble of 

Vladimir the project of Peter-Theodore and Assen-Belgun was intended to legitimize their 

power and to win over the Bulgarians, who took part in the economical and political life of 

the Empire and were thus well acquainted with its religious practice.  
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